Instructions for Authors

Aim

Journal of Zhejiang University-SCIENCE A (Applied Physics & Engineering) (JZUS-A) is edited by the international board of distinguished Chinese and foreign scientists, and is aimed to present the latest developments and achievements in scientific research in China and overseas to the world’s scientific circles, especially to stimulate and promote academic exchange between Chinese and foreign scientists everywhere.

Scope

JZUS-A covers research in Applied Physics, Mechanical and Civil Engineering, Environmental Science and Energy, Materials Science and Chemical Engineering, etc.

Article Categories

The categories of frequently published articles in JZUS-A include, but are not limited to, Preview, Perspective, Article, Review or Mini-review, Correspondence, and Editorial.

Manuscript Preparation

Either Word or LaTex format is acceptable. When Word is used, keep the layout of the text as simple as possible, e.g., single column, 1.5 lines spacing, 10.5 pt font size, Times New Roman font; when LaTex is used, a template is available here: JZUS-A_LaTex_template.

Authors are encouraged to submit their manuscripts via online submission at http://www.editorialmanager.com/zusa. The electronic manuscript should be prepared to accord with the following:

1. Title and by-line

   Name, affiliation (institution) of the author(s), city, zip code, country, and email address of the author(s) should be given.

2. Abstract

   About 150–250 words without mathematical or chemical equations or citations should outline the objective, method, main results, and conclusions.

3. Key words

   Provide 3 to 6 key words or phrases for cross-indexing this article.

4. Text

   The text should contain an Introduction that puts the paper into proper perspective for the reader, and should also contain Methods, Results, Discussion, and Conclusions sections.
5. Figures & Tables

Each figure, including a, b, c, etc. of each figure, must present the caption. Figures must be placed in the text and have their captions for each one, thus Fig. 1a, Fig. 1b, etc. There will be an extra charge for those graphics considered for publication in color. Authors are expected to use different line types to distinguish the different parts of a figure that they do not want to have published in color.

All tables must be mentioned in the text in consecutive order and must be numbered with Arabic numbers.

6. Acknowledgements

Individuals or units other than authors who were of direct help in the work could be acknowledged by a brief statement following the text.

7. References & Citation

Only essential references (journal article, book, thesis, report, proceedings, etc.) cited in the text (in Author-Year format) can be listed in alphabetical order by author’s surname. Personal communications and unpublished data are not acceptable references. For references with more than three authors, the first three names should be given, followed by et al.

Text citation examples:

One author: (Vandermeer, 1990)
Two authors: (Sun and Wang, 2000; Cao and Xu, 2001)
Three or more authors: (Moons et al., 1997; Schlag et al., 2000a; 2000b)

Reference list examples:

1. For journal articles
http://dx.dor.org/10.1038/35037710
http://dx.dor.org/10.1145/142920.134010

2. For proceedings
http://dx.dor.org/10.1109/BIOROB.2006.1639128

3. For whole books/monographs or chapters in edited books

4. For theses
Peer Review

All submissions to JZUS-A will undergo rigorous international peer review before acceptance. Single-blind peer review is adopted. The first notification of comments will generally be given within two months.

Research Data Policy

The journal encourages authors, where possible and applicable, to deposit data that support the findings of their research in a public repository. Authors and editors who do not have a preferred repository should consult Springer Nature’s list of repositories and research data policy.

List of Repositories
Research Data Policy

General repositories - for all types of research data - such as Figshare and Dryad may also be used.

Datasets that are assigned digital object identifiers (DOIs) by a data repository may be cited in the reference list. Data citations should include the minimum information recommended by DataCite: authors, title, publisher (repository name), identifier.

DataCite

Springer Nature provides a research data policy support service for authors and editors, which can be contacted at researchdata@springernature.com.

This service provides advice on research data policy compliance and on finding research data repositories. It is independent of journal, book, and conference proceedings editorial offices and does not advise on specific manuscripts.

Helpdesk

Copyright Protection

The articles published in JZUS-A are protected by copyright, and cannot be legally published elsewhere in any form without written permission from JZUS-A. All author(s) should sign the Copyright Transfer Statement after the paper is accepted and before it is published in JZUS-A.

CrossCheck

JZUS-A was one of the first several journals in China to join CrossCheck, which is an effective tool for detecting unoriginal content, enabling our editors to preserve the Journal’s integrity and the authors’ copyright to fight against plagiarism and to ensure high ethical standards for all of the submitted papers.

Publishing Fee

Publishing fee will be charged after the acceptance to support our cost. The payment invoice will be sent only from @zju.edu.cn.